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Modesty by Mark Mayberry - Part One
The question, “What shall I wear?”

usually focuses on subjective
preferences regarding style, taste and
purpose. However, a more serious
concern must also be addressed:
What does God think about our
choices in clothing? Is there a divine
standard of modesty for males and
females? If not, then anything goes.
If society sets the norm, then no
holds are barred. Ditto if my opinion
is all that matters. However, in fact
and truth, God has spoken on this
vital subject.

This study will spotlight four
related areas of thought:
• First of all, we will learn that God

wants our clothing to be modest.
• Secondly, we will find that the

Lord is not always satisfied with
man’s choice of clothing. 

• Third, we will discover that the
Bible condemns all forms of public
nakedness. 

• Finally, we will note the distinct
relationship between modesty and
marriage. If we are submissive and
obedient, these principles will
impact our choices of clothing and
attire. Let us, therefore, show
spiritual discretion in this and all
other areas of life (Phil. 1:9-10).

God Wants Our Clothing To Be

Modest
In writing to Timothy, Paul said,

“In like manner also, that women
adorn themselves in modest apparel,
with shamefacedness and sobriety;
not with braided hair, or gold, or
pearls, or costly array; But (which
becometh women professing
godliness) with good works” (1 Tim.
2:9-10, KJV). Three significant
Greek words appear in this passage:
“modest apparel” is derived from
kosmios, “shamefacedness” from
aidos, and “sobriety” from
sophrosune. An understanding of
these terms will help us distinguish
between that which is modest and
that which is immodest.

Kosmios Defined. The Greek word
kosmios is translated as “modest”
(KJV, ASV, NKJ), “modestly”
(RSV, NIV, NRS), and “proper”
(NAS, NAU). Strong defines this
word as “orderly, i.e. decorous.”1
Thayer says it refers to that which is
“well arranged, seemly, modest.”2

Arndt & Gingrich say it refers to that
which is “respectable, honorable.”3

Trench says this proper order
“extends not only to dress and
demeanor but also to the inner life,
which expresses itself in outward
conversation.”  4

This word appears twice in the
New Testament (1 Tim. 2:9; 3:2).
The word “modesty” has to do with
that which is seemly or appropriate.
It is derived from kosmos, which is
usually translated “world.” However,
Peter also uses it to describe the
proper adorning of a Christian
woman (1 Pet. 3:3-4). Just as we live
in an orderly world, a universe
governed by divinely ordained
natural laws, so also Christians
should dress in an orderly manner, as
governed by God’s unchanging
spiritual law. The concept of order
necessitates the idea of law. Herein
lies a fundamental truth: Regardless
of the age, dispensation, or covenant,
God has always prescribed modesty
and prohibited nakedness. 

The clothing of a faithful Christian
must be well ordered, seemly and
appropriate. We must avoid the dual
sins of over-dressing and under-
dressing. One’s outward attire is a
reflection of one’s inner spirit.
Instead of announcing our gaudiness
and pride, instead of proclaiming our
lust and licentiousness, the clothing
that we wear should speak of our
commitment to that which is
respectable and honorable, as
befitting those who are sanctified and
holy. 

Aidos Defined. The Greek word
aidos is translated as “decency”
(NIV), “decently” (NRS), “modestly
(NAS, NAU), “propriety” (NKJ),
“sensibly” (RSV), “shamefacedness”
(KJV), and “shamefastness” (ASV).
Strong says this word carries “the
idea of downcast eyes” and describes

“bashfulness, i.e. (towards men),
modesty or (towards God) awe.”5

Thayer defines it as “a sense of
shame or honor, modesty,
bashfulness, reverence, regard for
others, respect.”  Arndt & Gingrich6

say it refers to “(1) modesty of
women; (2) reverence, respect.”7

Trench says, “Aidos does not refer
merely to the avoidance of open and
manifest baseness, . . . It refers to
complete control over the passions
and desires, so that they are lawful
and reasonable.” He continues, “In 1
Timothy 2:9, adios refers to that
‘shamefastness’ or modesty that
shrinks from exceeding the limits of
womanly reserve, as well as from the
dishonor that would justly attach to
doing so.”  This Greek word only8

appears in this passage.
Faithful Christians adorn

themselves decently, modestly,
sensibly and with propriety. Their
dress and decorum reflect a spirit of
shamefastness. Just as modest
clothing harmonizes with godly
character, so immodest apparel
suggests a spirit of insolence and
impertinence (Prov. 7:10; Isa. 3:16).
Instead of manifesting a brazen
attitude, the people of God are
restrained by a sense of shame that is
deeply rooted in their character.
While many people have lost the
ability to blush (Jer. 6:15; 8:12),
true disciples shrink back from
anything that would be dishonorable,
avoid anything that would leave the
wrong impression, and shun anything
that would cast doubts regarding
their judgment, character and
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integrity. All that they do reflects a
s p i r i t  o f  r e v e r e n c e  a n d
respectfulness. 

Sophrosune Defined. The Greek
word sophrosune is translated as
“di sc ree t ly”  (NAS,  NAU),
“moderation” (NKJ), “propriety”
(NIV), “seemly” (RSV), “sobriety”
(KJV, ASV), and “suitable” (NRS).
Strong defines this word as
“soundness of mind, i.e. (literally)
sanity or (figuratively) self-control.”
 Thayer says it refers to “(1)9

soundness of mind; (2) self-control,
sobriety.”  Arndt and Gingrich say it10

means “(1) reasonableness,
rationality, mental soundness; (2)
good judgment, moderation, self-
control.”  Trench says this word11

refers to “that habitual inner self-
control, with its constant rein on all
the passions and desires, that hinders
temptations from overcoming the
checks and barriers that aidos
proposes.”12

This word appears three times in
the New Testament (Acts 26:25; 1
Tim. 2:9, 15). It dictates a
disposition of discreetness, and
mandates a spirit of sobriety, and
directs us toward that which is
seemly and suitable. Primarily,
moderation speaks of soundness of
mind or sanity. When Jesus entered
the country of the Gerasenes, which
is opposite Galilee, he encountered a
demonic who for a long time had not
worn clothes or lived in a house, but
dwelt in the tombs (Luke 8:26-35).
After the Lord cast out the demons
that had tormented him, the man is
pictured as sitting at Jesus’ feet,

clothed, and in his right mind. This
story suggests a modern parallel:
When in the presence of one who is
immodestly dressed, faithful
Christians are sorely tempted to
exclaim, “Are you out of your
mind?!” This is especially true when
the offender is supposedly a
Christian.

The Holy Spirit used kosmios,
aidos, and sophrosune to portray the
dress and demeanor of a faithful
Christian. We need to instill in the
hearts of men who profess tobe holy
and women who profess to be godly
an appreciation for the meaning of
these terms. Translating their
meaning from Greek into English,
scholars use the words “decency,
discreetly, moderation, modest,
modestly, proper, propriety, seemly,
s e n s i b l y ,  s h a m e f a c e d n e s s ,
shamefastness, sobriety, and
suitable.” Taken as a whole, these
terms portray an unmistakable sense
of moderation and modest reserve.
Rather than pushing us toward the
brink of indecency and excess, they
lead us away from all that is
inappropriate and unseemly.
Cumulatively, these words make it
impossible for us to justify the
various forms of immodest attire so
prevalent in our culture.

The ancient Roman world was as
decadent and immoral as our own
time. However, the gospel of Christ
had a dramatic effect upon the
morals and mores of society. The
1915 edition of the International
Standard Bible Encyclopedia
contains an interesting comment on

 the changes in character and condition of women wrought by Christianity: 
They no longer needed the former splendor of outward adornment, because

[they were] clothed with the beauty and simplicity of Christ-like character.
They exchanged the temples, theaters, and festivals of paganism for the home,
labored with their hands, cared for their husbands and children, graciously
dispensed Christian hospitality, nourished their spiritual life in the worship,
service . . . of the church . . . Their modesty and simplicity were a rebuke to and
reaction from the shameless extravagances and immoralities of heathenism.
That they were among the most conspicuous examples of the transforming
power of Christianity is manifest from the admiration and astonishment of the
pagan Libanius who exclaimed, “What women these Christians have!13

EDITORS COMMENTS:
Before you dismiss these articles as just another man’s opinions - ask yourself
this question.  If Christ returned right now would I want to be found in the
clothes I am wearing.  My mother always used to make us consider the very fact
that Christ can return any time and if we would be ashamed to be found in
certain places with certain individuals dresses in ungodly clothes at that time -
why would we want to be there now.   As a Christian we know that “of that day
or time” we do not know thus we live each and every day as tho’ it is our very
last.   ---- THINK ON THESE THINGS (JC) 


